Assessment and Management of Acute Volar Rim Fractures
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Abstract

The volar rim of the distal radius is the only bony restraint to volar carpal subluxation. Higher loads across the volar rim require stable and rigid fixation to maintain reduction and allow healing while rehabilitation begins. Volar marginal fragments are not amenable to buttressing by fixed angle volar locking plates. Appropriate management of volar marginal fragments comprises two steps—recognition of their presence and rigid anatomical repair. The best opportunity for success in the presence of a volar marginal fragment is its adequate initial treatment. The purpose of this review is to reinforce the importance of a complete preoperative and intraoperative evaluation of distal radius fractures. Volar marginal fragments can easily be overlooked even following initial reduction and fixation. Understanding the relevant anatomy and loading parameters can facilitate intraoperative decisions on approach and fixation, which are integral to achieving optimal clinical outcomes.
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Bony Morphology

The volar rim of the distal radius is the only part of the articular surface that provides support against volar carpal translation. These fragments are inherently unstable, because they are offset palmarly from the radial shaft (► Fig. 1). At the same time, they carry a large portion of the load applied to the lunate fossa. Differing degrees of instability may develop if anatomical variation yields greater volar projection of this rim. Variable anatomy can limit plate positioning, which may prevent the effectiveness of buttress fixation. Mekhail et al describes the transverse morphology of the distal radius as presenting a lazy S appearance with a distal convexity on its ulnar aspect.

Patterns in distal radius fractures can vary due to bone quality, mechanics of injury, and magnitude of the impact to the extremity. Comminution and displacement are often linearly related to energy applied, resulting in predictable patterns. Fractures involving the articular surface often divide the lunate from the scaphoid fossa and the lunate fossa into anteromedial and posteromedial fragments. Fixation of the volar ulnar (anteromedial) fragment can be problematic with smaller and distal fragments not amendable to buttressing with volar locking plates. Additionally, these fragments may be avascular, resulting in poor healing. These small anteromedial fragments are referred to as the volar marginal fragments (VMF); while rare, their recognition and fixation are essential for clinical success.
The volar rim and wrist ligaments work together in maintaining carpal stability. The volar margin of the lunate facet is the site of origin of the short radiolunate and volar distal radioulnar ligaments.\textsuperscript{10} Microdissection analysis of the short radiolunate ligament demonstrates robust thickness, density of fibers, and an orientation that suggests an important role in kinematics as well as stability.\textsuperscript{11} For these reasons, distal radius fractures with a VMF have a high risk of subsequent volar carpal subluxation if not properly addressed.

The watershed line was originally described by Orbay in 2005 as a transverse ridge that limits the distal concave surface of the distal radius, with the intention of raising awareness of the proximity of the flexor tendons to volar plates.\textsuperscript{12} (\textit{Fig. 2}). Varying interpretations of the watershed line have appeared in the literature, therefore we will briefly clarify.\textsuperscript{13} The watershed line is the most distal projection of the volar margin of the radius and is the feature that is closest to the flexor tendons (\textit{Fig. 3}). It is the distal limit of the pronator fossa concavity, with the radius sloping dorsally toward the joint line from this position. For this reason, it is used to determine the correct distal placement of a volar plate (\textit{Fig. 4}). Proper plate placement allows maximum buttressing support while minimizing the probability of tendon injury. Soong et al devised a grading system to classify volar plate placement. He described the critical line as a line tangential to the most volar aspect of the volar rim, parallel to the volar surface of the radial shaft.\textsuperscript{14} The critical line is an imaginary demarcation that is parallel to the volar surface of the radial shaft and used to classify the placement of a volar plate. Volar plates should not extend volar to this line. Therefore, the critical and the watershed lines are approximately perpendicular to each other, and they describe plate positions in different planes. Validity for Soong’s classification has been reported with significantly higher Soong grades in patients who undergo volar plate removal compared with those with retained plates.\textsuperscript{15}
Joint Loading Mechanics

Radiocarpal load distribution between the scaphoid and lunate fossa contributes to the importance of recognition and appropriate fixation of VMFs. With the wrist in extension and ulnar deviation, a common functional position, the lunate fossa can bear more load than the scaphoid fossa. Reports have quantified a wide spectrum of load distribution between the scaphoid and lunate fossa, with a more equitable distribution noted, using a model intended to mimic in vivo force production. While agreement is lacking, the lunate fossa may bear a higher percentage of load than was originally thought, especially during activity. Further, loading asymmetry has been noted, with higher loads being measured on the volar aspect of the lunate fossa in certain joint positions. According to Wolf’s law, regions of higher stress, due to increased loading, produce higher densities of subchondral bone. Giunta et al found higher densities volarly on the lunate fossa, which further confirms the higher loads that are generated across this region. These higher loads, which can be imparted onto the volar rim, require the fragment to have very stable and rigid fixation. This will ensure maintenance of reduction and allow healing, as early motion and rehabilitation begins.

Fracture Characteristics

VMF, by definition, are fragments which are not amenable to buttressing by fixed angle volar locking plates. Given that the watershed line is approximately 3 mm proximal from the joint line at the lunate fossa, and that volar plates should not be positioned closer than 2 mm to the watershed line to prevent projecting above the critical line, the length of the volar rim which remains unsupported by volar plates is at a minimum of 5 mm. Fragments longer than 5 mm can still be problematic, as sufficient contact between the buttressing plate surface and the bone fragments must exist to provide stability. Volar ulnar fragments shorter than 15 mm have a high risk of becoming displaced. While commonly nondisplaced, these fragments are prone to failure if not adequately fixed. Thus, they have been described as the Achilles heel of distal radius fractures. The importance of this component of distal radius fractures was initiated by the work of Harness et al, who reported a small series of patients with initial postoperative reduction but subsequent loss of fixation of the lunate facet fragment. Identification of these fragments requires both a high index of suspicion and preoperative and intraoperative attention to detail. Preoperative imaging may not reveal the presence of a VMF, given their small size and the fact that they may not be displaced.

Fracture Management

Adequate exposure is important to ensure identification of these fragments. Distal release of the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) tendon sheath combined with elevation of all soft tissues proximal to the watershed line (extended flexor carpi radialis approach) allows the proper visualization of these fracture lines. When addressed acutely with anatomic reduction and rigid fixation, distal radius fractures with VMFs have a high likelihood of success. When primary fixation has failed, this outcome probability decreases due to resorption of the bony fragment from micromotion and insufficient blood supply. Often VMFs have no vascular supply, being detached from their intraosseous irrigation and having no retrograde vessel on their distal capsular attachment. With decreasing fragment size, survival potential can diminish due to fixation difficulty; thus, the importance of acute treatment with rigid fixation to allow revascularization.

Internal fixation options for volar rim fragments include specifically designed plates, screws, hook plates, Kirschner wire configurations, and hook extensions to the volar plate. Distal volar locking plates are designed to be placed distal to the watershed line, with the intention of increasing buttressing support. By definition, these plates cross the watershed line; therefore, they place the flexor tendons in direct contact with the implant. Favorable results have been reported with these devices, although authors discussed the potential complications due to attritional tendon rupture and the possibility of an additional procedure for plate removal.
of the plate design intended to mitigate tendon irritation include nontraumatic screw head surface and tendon contact distributed over a large smooth area.

Independent hook plates and wire-forms provide fixation that is more rigid than Kirschner wires while being lower profile than volar locking plates. The smaller dimensions of these implants can facilitate accurate placement to capture a specific fragment, but these are insufficient by themselves, and must be used in conjunction with other implants. Reports have shown satisfactory outcomes, and while tendon irritation was reported with early versions of this plate, more recent reports with lower profile devices have shown these complications to be less prevalent.

Chin and Jupiter first described a wire loop fixation technique for treatment of intra-articular fragmentation in distal radius fractures. Their technique involved passing the wire through the radial metaphysis and then through the joint capsule. This option can be useful for certain fracture patterns but does not provide rigid enough fixation for most VMFs, even when used in conjunction with volar plating (Fig. 6). Recently, surgeons have utilized Kirschner wire fixation in addition to volar locking plates. Moore et al describes a technique of fixing the distal fragment to the proximal fragments with bent Kirschner wires; then, applying a volar plate on top of the exposed wire to capture the distal fragment. While this technique and those utilizing fragment specific fixation have provided favorable outcomes with low rates of complications, these methods have to be utilized prior to the application of a volar fixed angle plate. Often, VMFs are found to be unstable after the fracture has already been reduced and fixed with a volar fixed angle plate. Therefore, the implants that are most useful are those which can be applied after the volar fixed angle plate.

Volar fixed angle plates, by themselves, can successfully neutralize all articular fragments of the distal radius fracture, except the volar rim fragments, as they are distal to the buttressing surface. Therefore, we prefer a hook plate extension on a volar locking plate (Fig. 7). This construct was inspired by fragment specific fixation which allowed the decision of whether VMF fixation was required to be made following restoration of most of the fracture segments. With the vascular concerns of VMFs, rigidity of the fixation construct is an important predictor for revascularization. After appropriate reduction and application of the volar plate, the distal fragment can be assessed. If the fracture line is distal to the buttressing capacity of the plate, a hook plate extension is added.

**Summary**

The volar rim of the distal radius is the only bony impediment to volar carpal subluxation. Therefore, after distal radius fracture, functional outcomes are dependent on the
anatomical integrity of the volar rim. Because volar rim fragments may not be apparent on a preoperative radiograph, an extensive intraoperative evaluation of the fracture anatomy should be a component of every surgical intervention. Appropriate management of the VMF comprises two steps—recognition of its presence and rigid anatomical repair. Failure on either of these steps leads to a high likelihood of wrist subluxation and fragment resorption. The best opportunity for a predictable successful result in the presence of a VMF is its adequate initial treatment.
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